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Abstract – The pace of consumption of the building up 

bars is one of the significant boundaries expected to 

gauge the lingering administration life of a built up 

concrete (RCC) span deck. In the current review, first, 

the straight polarization obstruction procedure was 

utilized to gauge the erosion paces of plain gentle steel 

and cold wound twisted (CTD) bar examples, which 

were regularly utilized in the more established existing 

extensions. To consider the changeability of a 

consumption rate, the recurrence conveyances of the 

erosion rates for the two sorts of not entirely settled. 

Then, a probabilistic methodology was embraced for 

evaluating a current RC support and-section street span 

deck, exposed to consumption of bars inferable from 

air-borne chlorides. A computational model was 

created utilizing the Monte Carlo reenactment strategy, 

to survey the decrease in the flexural limit of a common 

brace. It was seen that the decrease in the mean limit 

and the scattering of the limit as for time, were high 

with the deliberate factual boundaries of the erosion 

pace of CTD bars. 

The half cell testing technique utilizes this cycle to 

identify whether the building up steel is under dynamic 

consumption. This technique uses a multimeter to 

quantify the expected contrast between the steel and 

half cell device. The examination of the expected 

contrast between the steel and a half cell device. The 

investigation of the potential distinction can show on 

the off chance that dynamic erosion is occurring on the 

building up steel. 

Keywords: NDT, Coastal environment, Half-cell 

potential Test, Chloride content, Corrosion. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION  

 

Half Cell Electric Potential is utilized to recognize the 

consumption in RCC structure and furthermore, It is 

utilized to decide the likelihood of erosion inside the rebar 

in RCC structure. The half cell electric potential test is the 

as it were 

erosion checking strategy normalized in ASTM C876-15 

or IS 516 Section 5 segment II. 

 

We done the market review and figured out the market 

cost of the half cell electric potential which isn't practical, 

so we viewed as the healing for the half cell electric 

potential to make it affordable. 
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2.OBJECTIVES 

 

• To make half cell electric potential economical.  

• To analysis the corrosion of the reinforcement in the 

concrete. To check the corrosion without damaging 

the structure.  

• Assessing the electrochemical properties of 

materials, such as corrosion resistance, passivation, 

or reactivity. 

• Monitoring changes in electrode potential over time 

to understand the stability of a material or its 

susceptibility to corrosion. 

• Comparing the potential of different materials or 

electrode systems to select the most suitable for a 

particular application. 

• Gathering data for designing and optimizing 

electrochemical processes and systems. 

 

3.METHODOLOGY  

 

• We collected information about the half - cell 

electric potential and the cost of the equipment as 

per standard specification.  

• Then we started collecting the material for the 

equipment.  

• After collecting the material then we started to 

prepare our economical half -cell electric 

potential testing equipment.  

• Then we did the casting of the concrete block of 

M20 Grade and used the rusted reinforcement of 

three different rusted condition’s for casting of 

the blocks . 

• Concrete blocks where put in the curing tank for 

8 days.  

• After the curing we took the reading of the casted 

concrete block with the standard half cell electric 

potential testing equipment and took the reading 

with our economical equipment.  

• Then we compared our both the readings. 

 

 

 

4. OBSERVATION TABLE 

 

Sr.No Distance 

from 

Origin 

Half-Cell 

Electric 

potential 

(mv) 

Grade 

range 

(mv) 

Probability 

of 

Corrosion 

1 28cm 200mv 147 Less than 

10% 

2 27.5cm 200mv 160 Less than 

10% 

3 28cm 200mv 170 50% 

corrosion 

4 25.5cm 200mv 216 50% 

corrosion 

5 18.5cm 200mv 220 50% 

corrosion 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The half-cell electric potential measurement test is an 

essential tool in materials science, metallurgy, corrosion 

research, and various industries where the performance 

and durability of materials are of 

paramount importance. It enables informed decision-

making and contributes to the development of more 
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reliable and corrosion-resistant materials and structure. 

we made our economical half cell potential testing 

equipment and we compared the reading with with 

standard half cell potential equipment. The reading are 

99% similar. 
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